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LONGINES GLOBAL CHAMPIONS TOUR

THE PHENOMENAL

SCOTT BRASH
CONQUERED CANNES
Scott Brash (GBR) and Hello Forever had an epic win in the Longines Global
Champions Tour Grand Prix of Cannes presented by Haras des Grillons.
Edwina Tops-Alexander (AUS) and Lintea Tequila had a wonderful round and
took the silver medal and Daniel Deusser (GER) with Equita Van’t Zorgvliet
took the bronze medal.
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FURUSIYYA FEI NATIONS CUP™ JUMPING 2016

UKRAINE MAKES IT A THREE
IN A ROW AT SOPOT

Via: FEI
The Ukrainian team continued their relentless campaign for promotion to Europe Division 1 and a place
at the Furusiyya FEI Nations Cup™ Jumping 2016 Final when posting their third Europe Division 2 victory
of the season at Sopot (POL). They came into the competition filled with confidence after overwhelming
the opposition at Celje (SLO) and Odense (DEN) last month, and as Chef d’Equipe, Najib Chami, pointed
out afterwards; it is the decisiveness of his side’s victories that is pleasing him most right now.
“I’m really happiest because we are not winning with 12 or 16 points at each show” he said, after a fourfault effort was good enough to clinch it, even without a second round run from anchorman Rene Tebbel.
Tied with the eventual winners on a zero score at the halfway stage, Team Austria survived a secondround elimination to hold on for runner-up spot ahead of Belgium in third and Spain in fourth place. Just
eight of the massive line-up of 15 teams made the cut into the second round, and it was Denmark that
finished fifth ahead of Sweden in sixth, Germany in seventh and Australia in eighth place.
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FURUSIYYA FEI NATIONS CUP™ JUMPING 2016

TEAM MEXICO TAKES THE
WIN AT LANGLEY
Team Mexico had the win at the Furusiyya FEI Nations Cup™ Jumping 2016 North America,
Central America and Caribbean League at Thunderbird Show Park in Langley (CAN).
Team Canada was in the runner-up spot and Ireland in third and USA settled for fourth place.
Both Mexico and USA have earned a place in the Furusiyya FEI Nations Cup™ Jumping
2016 Final which will take place in Barcelona (ESP) in September.
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IRISH CLINCH CLASSIC VICTORY AT FURUSIYYA LEG IN ST GALLEN
Via: FEI
The Irish team gave their Chef d’Equipe, Robert Splaine, an extra reason to celebrate his birthday when, in a gripping competition, they won through in style at the fourth leg of the Furusiyya FEI Nations Cup™
Jumping 2016 Europe Division 1 leg at St Gallen (SUI).
As so often happens at this Swiss fixture, the weather played its part, with heavy rain piling extra pressure on the last-line riders in the closing stages. But the Irish stood firm, producing three fabulous secondround clears to add nothing to their first-round score line of eight faults, while Greg Broderick once again confirmed the pure talent of his 10-year-old gelding, MHS Going Global, when producing one of four
double-clear performances.
Sweden, France, USA and Germany shared second place when finishing with 12 faults on the board, while the hosts lined up sixth ahead of last year’s series champions from Belgium in seventh and Czech
Republic in eighth and last place. In their first season in Division 1 the Czech side are already visibly improving, and the performance of 19-year-old Anna Kellnerova, who had just a single fence down in each
round on her debut at this level of the sport with her nine-year-old stallion, Classic, augurs well for the future.
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FEI NATIONS CUP™ EVENTING

GERMANY TRIUMPHS
AT HOUGHTON HALL
The German team clinched the title of Houghton Hall (GBR), third
leg of the FEI Nations Cup™ Eventing 2016 for the second year
running and left Australia in the runner up spot.
The French were third and the host nation Great Britain finished
fourth.
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FEI NATIONS CUP™ DRESSAGE

USA ON TOP AGAIN IN

RAINY COMPIEGNE
Via:FEI
Team USA were deemed winners of the third leg of the FEI Nations Cup™
Dressage 2016 series at CDI5* Compiegne (FRA) where torrential rain
led to the cancellation of the Grand Prix Special. An extraordinarily heavy
downpour left the arenas under water for some time, and the Ground Jury
made the decision to base the result on the Grand Prix of the day before
alone, in which American riders came out on top by a convincing 11-percent
margin.

“Unfortunately, these changes have to be made due to the bad weather
circumstances, with the approval of the FEI, the Organizing Committee, the
President of the Grand Jury, the Foreign Judge, the President of the Appeal
Committee, and the Chefs d’Equipe” the Organising Committee explained
in a press release. “Riders were given the option of competing in today’s
Freestyle as a separate class.”

The runner-up spot went to Sweden, in Third was France, who left Germany
and Belgium in fourth and fifth places.
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